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University Pharmacy takes this occasion
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A Superb Cast
Wanda Hawley

Scenes of Splendor
Alice Calhoun
Pat O’Malley

Sets

Sumptuous

J. Warren Kerrigan
Miss DuPont

Kathleen Key

One of the Heilig’s bigger and better New Year’s Photoplays
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No. 4—45c
Fruit Salad
Olive and Nut Sandwich or
Date and Nut Sandwich
Pie or Cake
Coffee, Milk
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your money back.”
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to sell for and you can see the substantial reduction

Regular

Use your meal ticket
HERSCIIEL

TAYLOR, Proprietor

Regulation

Army Wool Shirts
$3.98

in

case.

Men’s Overcoats, regular
Men’s Overcoats, regular

to

Men’s Overcoats, regular
Men’s Overcoats, regular

to

$55.00, now.$39.50
$40.00, now.$32.50
$35.00, now.$30.00

to

$25.00, now.$19.50

to

Ice Cream

Men’s

at

Choose where you

season.

Choose where you

Please note that every mark-down is
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backward
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guarantee of “Your money’s worth

No. 3—40c
Assorted Cold Meats
Potato Salad
Pie or Cake
Coffee, Milk'

or Sherberts may he
substituted
Student Lunch ..40c

box

“THE MAN FROM BRODNEY’S”

can

No. 2—35c
Ham Sandwich
Fruit Jello
Coffee, Milk

Aids digestion,
cleanses the teeth,
soothes the throat.

Prices
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Milk Shake
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Fruit Growers Assn.

the McMorran & Washburne store—reliable overcoats, that

Soup

A universal custom
that benefits every-

Eugene
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.$1.75

A Fine Time for Your
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Jars—75c

Insist on STACOMB—in the
yellow and gold package.
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For sale at your druggist
toilet goods are sold.
Standard Laboratories, Inc.

$1.40
Loose .$1.25
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